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THE SPACE IMAGING OPERATIONS CENTER

Dr. Robert R. Clemons

ABSTRACT

The next-generation commercial imaging satellites will generate data at several
times the rate of current systems. To be commercially successful, these systems
must have earth stations as sophisticated as the satellites themselves. Space
Imaging has worked with E-Systems to exploit technologies developed over four
generations of image processing, analysis and application systems to create a
modular, standards-based, earth station for commercial use. A Space Imaging
Operations Center can be configured in a variety of ways to provide complete,
end-to-end, capabilities, from task generation to receipt of downlink, image
processing, and product generation. While it is intended primarily for use with
imagery from Space Imaging and other commercial satellites, an Operations
Center can also accept, process and manage data from land-based, airborne or
seaborne collectors. A sophisticated data management product, Mission
Server™, handles and routes all data from signal receipt through final product
generation. A unique family of data processing applications permit simultaneous
manipulation and analysis of integrated map, image, graphic and text data. On-
line data storage and archiving are provided by the EMASS® family of products.
An Operations Center of any size can accept, process and manage data streams
of several hundred megabits per second in real time.
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INTRODUCTION

Space Imaging is a limited partnership established by Lockheed-Martin and
Raytheon/E-Systems, and joined by Mitsubishi, to launch and operate high-
resolution commercial imaging satellites. Lockheed-Martin is providing the space
segment, E-Systems the ground system. The E-Systems Garland Division has
been a major system developer for various agencies of the U.S. Government for
many years, and is a leading producer of high-technology systems for image data
processing, management, and exploitation.



The Space Imaging satellites will collect panchromatic data at 1 meter spatial
resolution, and multispectral data in four bands at 4 meter resolution, each with 11
bit intensity resolution, over a swath eleven kilometers wide. Data can be stored
on board, transmitted while collecting, or both. The finished CARTERRATM/SM

Master products will have positional accuracies as high as 1.5 meters, and will be
suitable for mapping at scales to 1:2,400. To generate these products, the image
data must be received and processed at several hundred megabits per second.

SOLUTIONS, NOT TECHNOLOGIES

There are two ways to design an imaging system. The first - which E-Systems
followed for decades - is primarily for government agencies. Sophisticated
customers know what they want, understand the technologies, and specify
systems that will accomplish clearly defined requirements. They were able to
presume a knowledge base, and concentrate on how the systems perform.

In the commercial world, most users clearly understand the goals and
technologies of their own disciplines. The geologist understands structure,
landforms and lithology, the agronomist knows soils, nutrients and crops, and so
forth. These users often do not understand imaging, image processing, or
electronic systems generally. While they are interested in the general sense, they
have neither the need nor the desire to become systems engineers or image
scientists. For Space Imaging to prosper in the commercial market, we had to
appreciate several things:

ì Most customers are not interested in megaflops, gigabytes or refresh rates
unless those factors apply to their problems. They need solutions for specific
mission requirements, and will respond to the extent that we satisfy their
needs - how well, how fast, and for how much.

í These customers prefer not to shop around and assemble a system. They
want to pick the parts they need, with the capabilities they require, from a
single provider - and they want that provider handy if they have problems.

î They have enough concerns with the intricacies of their own disciplines and
don't need their lives made any more difficult. Imagery and imaging systems
are tools used for other ends. Ease of use, intuitive interfaces and on-line
help are important [especially on powerful, multi-use systems].



END-TO-END SYSTEMS

The Space Imaging Operations Center provides an end-to-end system solution for
commercial imaging. Data from Space Imaging plus other current and proposed
imaging satellites, airborne electro-optical collectors, and hard-copy digitizers can
all be processed, managed, analyzed, fused and exploited in a single installation.
The Operations Center is a family of commercial hardware and standards-
compliant software modules that can be configured in installations for a wide
variety of sources, sizes and applications. Being modular, an installation can be
configured to handle all, or any portion, of the remote sensing sequence from
collection planning to product generation. An installation can be reconfigured,
expanded or upgraded with minimum impact on existing resources as
requirements change or new data sources become available.

Figure 1. The Operations Center provides everything except the
collection platform.

Collection Planning and Tasking

The user has a simple graphic tool to define the imaging opportunities on a given
satellite pass, identify and prioritize the potential targets, and generate a tasking
order that will make the best use of each minute of collection time. This problem is
complicated by the fact that the Space Imaging satellites will be able to collect in
several different modes including 11 km square points, strips, and single-pass



area collection - either monoscopic or stereo. The sensor must complete one
collection, re-orient for the next target, stabilize, and begin the next collection. The
time required for all elements must be included in each tasking package.

Task planning can be done on a standard UNIX workstation - one of the image
processing workstations or a dedicated unit. The displays are generated using E-
Systems tasking software and geographic, target and ephemeris information in
the installation database. When the tasking package is complete, it can be loaded
directly into the Space Imaging satellite from the Operations Center. For other
platforms the package can be sent to the respective control facility.

Signal Receipt and Image Generation

Commercial antennae and support installations are sized to fit each customer's
needs. Many Operations Center installations can be well served by a 6 meter
antenna that is both very cost effective and facilitates portability and easy
installation. For a larger, fixed, site, more permanent antennae up to 9 or 11 m in
diameter allow collection from weaker sources closer to the horizon, even in
inclement weather. Whatever the size, each receiver element must:

• Control the antenna, tracking by both ephemeris and source signal
• Receive the downlink RF signals, broad and narrow band
• Demodulate the signals, demultiplex and decrypt if necessary
• Frame synchronize and format the image scenes
• Deliver the imagery and metadata to the server and archive

Data are saved at level Ø - raw digital pixels assembled into UNIX image files.
The standard image processing steps are fully automated and real-time, so the
processing burden when a product is created is measured (at worst) in
milliseconds. By starting from level Ø each time a CARTERRATM/SM product is
created we insure that the source data are not corrupted, and eliminate any
degradation from repeated resampling. This also insures that any new or
improved processing algorithms will have clean data from which to start for the
highest possible product quality.

At the same time, the system can be configured to provide near-real-time waterfall
displays from incoming imagery. These have automatic de-banding, glitch
correction, and cloud cover measurements provided, and are presented to the
user as the satellite acquires the images.



Figure 2. Representative task planning display for SI Satellite

Sources include Space Imaging plus both the existing and other proposed
commercial imaging satellites, and various kinds of airborne imaging systems.
The receivers and other components will be able to handle and process incoming
data at rates up to several hundred megabits per second in real time, so will not
be obsolesced by the next generation of collectors.

Any installation is able to accept data from multiple sources, given compatible
transmission frequencies and necessary decoding information. Like the rest of the
system, this element is modular. If a system is originally configured for SPOT it
can be upgraded to accept LANDSAT and, later, Space Imaging data by the
addition of software and, occasionally, hardware modules. In place of commercial
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products for demodulation, demultiplexing and frame grabbing, E-Systems is
designing a less expensive and more capable board that will be installed in the
server bus to handle multiple sources interchangeably.

Data Processing and Management

Data are managed by Mission Server™, a comprehensive software environment
developed from foundations established in four generations of image processing
systems. Mission Server is platform-independent, UNIX-compliant and, again,
modular. The elements which are implemented on any particular Space Imaging
Operations Center depend on specific customer needs. With Mission Server in
place, remaining features can be installed as they are needed, and new
applications and algorithms can be implemented as they become available.
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Figure 3. The Mission Server Software Environment

Mission server receives image files from the Receipt and Generation element and:

• Applies modulation transfer function to each scene
• Generates reduced resolution data sets at multiple scales
• Associates the image file with database criteria
• Updates the image index and other database modules
• Distributes images to analysts (based on pre-defined criteria) within seconds

of signal receipt
• Stages support data for image analysis and application
• Manages data storage and archiving
• Manages data requests and transfers

The system database is similar in function to one E-Systems has provided for a
U.S. government oceanographic/hydrographic library. It is geographically based to
show all products - coded by type, age and other attributes - on a scaleable map



display for initial selection. (Alternatively, users may make requests by place
name, area corner coordinates or other keys.)  Specific products can then be
selected by date of collection, platform, nature, scale, resolution and other factors
(additional criteria can be added to support specific applications). Data files are
presented with their associated metadata and selected support data (such as map
displays with imagery). When products are generated, they are logically linked
with the source data files as well as the standard database criteria.

Storage is hierarchical, using the EMASS® family of products. A small installation
may be adequately served by one or two manually-operated recorders (bearing in
mind that one tape can store 25 gigabytes). For larger installations, automated
towers or libraries can store archives from a few terabytes to petabytes in size,
with all the advantages of very high transfer rates and automated management of
files and media. Data are automatically staged from tape to disk and then to
workstations or output devices for maximum system efficiency.

Image Display, Analysis and Application

The Space Imaging Operations Center and Mission Server can support a wide
range of commercial software packages and applications, including the multi-
source data visualization and analysis software developed by E-Systems in their
Open-Architecture Scientific Information System (OASIS) research and
development effort. OASIS is a reusable software foundation integrating a suite of
modular software components for spatial data management, processing, and
visualization of data from many sources. It is applicable to a broad range of image
analysis and cartographic applications including (civil and defense) mapping,
contingency planning, resource management and research.

One of the great strengths of the E-Systems image software is that it allows the
analyst to display and analyze registered suites of data from multiple sources.
Each data plane can be manipulated, either automatically or interactively, alone or
in concert with the entire display - while maintaining registration, orientation, scale
and position.

The software supports stereo display windows, terrain elevation extraction and
interactive three-dimensional mensuration and analysis. A complete imagery and
graphics toolkit and a single application interface provide maximum ease of use.
The sophisticated user has a wide range of powerful tools and manipulations
immediately available, while selected subsets can be provided for routine
analyses and production from standard data suites. Applications can be tailored
for specific user requirements, and simplified to the maximum possible extent.



Figure 4. Fused data visualization

The Operations Center software includes a wide range of commercial products for
specific needs and applications. The Mission Server™ environment is based on
open-architecture industry standards, and is compliant with:

• UNIX SVR4 • X-Windows
• ANSI SQL • POSIX
• OSF/Motif • OSI Reference Model

Product Generation

The Operations Center generates standard products [created to pre-defined
standards with a specific suite of manipulations] automatically. There are several
product levels, including:

• CARTERRA Original™ - “Quick-look” radiometrically corrected imagery
• CARTERRA Master™ - Precise orthophotos for high mapping accuracy
• CARTERRA Model™ - Digital terrain models, “3-D” and stereo imagery



More complex products are created interactively, and all products are subject to
quality control. The results of analysis are integrated into the database, and
logically associated with the source data.

A variety of hardcopy, including processless printing, is available, and softcopy
can be output on any of a range of media:

• Optical disk • DAT
• 3480 • 8mm
• D-2 tape • Others

Mission Server includes the device drivers, and more can be added.

Figure 5. Simultaneous analysis of many types of data

For multi-user installations, or those who choose to market their data and
products, a business and support segment can be incorporated into the
Operations Center. This sophisticated customer interface supports on-line user
libraries with full search functionality (security provisions can limit search criteria
for specified classes of customers) and reduced resolution "snapshot" images,
order receipt, task scheduling, account maintenance, and bookkeeping functions
such as query response, progress reporting, billing and shipping. It is also the
center for training, logistics and support for the entire Center. This customer
service functionality is a tailored application on Mission Server, and fully
interactive with the rest of the system.



Scaleability and Expandability

An Operations Center installation can be sized to support any or all commercial
remote sensing applications, from routine collection and display of imagery from a
few low-resolution platforms to real-time acquisition, fusion and exploitation of
large number of high-resolution images from multiple sources. A small facility is
an economical entry into full-function remote sensing; a large complex will be one
of the most complete and most powerful commercially-available ground stations in
the world.

Once an installation is in place, it is an easy matter to add both scale and
functionality, assuming some obvious forethought. (e.g.: If a user wants to
consider expansion, he should get a server cabinet large enough for more
components.) The modular nature of the system means that specific subsystems
and modules can be upgraded  with minimal impact on the rest of the system.

Transportability, Portability and Mobility

All Operations Centers are transportable, in the sense that they can be dismantled
and relocated. Where relocation is likely, the modules can be kept integral for
ease in movement. In this regard, a station could be broken down, moved a
considerable distance, and returned to service in a matter of days.

Where frequent movement is planned, a mobile system is entirely possible. An
entire Space Imaging Operations Center could be accommodated on two wheeled
vehicles (along with the necessary generators and support equipment). This has
obvious applications for short-term requirements, particularly for disaster response
or similar quick-reaction activities.

CONCLUSION

Space Imaging is bringing a new level of functionality to imaging earth stations.
Suited to a broad range of users and applications, from small, mobile, facilities
that can be moved to support urgent imaging needs, to large national installations,
it brings levels of speed, automation, power and flexibility heretofore unavailable
to the commercial user. Modern COTS hardware provides a base that has
previously only been available on designed-to-purpose systems. Sophisticated
software makes this power available to users who must do complex analyses and
routinely create quality products without becoming experts in either imaging or
computing. Maximum use of commercial products, including E-Systems software,
means that systems can be tailored for many different kinds and sizes of user and still
remain very cost-effective.


